Elevate Your Digital
Transformation

Set innovation and agility in motion with ELEVATE,
a cloud migration and delivery approach offered by
Deloitte Consulting LLP and Oracle Consulting

“Lift and shift” is a phrase often used to describe the process of
migrating on-premises workloads to the cloud. But migrating your
existing technology to the Cloud is only the beginning of your journey.
Today’s modern business requires the ability to swiftly react to
ever-changing market dynamics while staying focused on decreasing
operational expenses. Leading companies establish targeted
transformation strategies to move from on-premise to a flexible,
autonomous, and cost-efficient environment specifically
designed to handle enterprise-class workloads, like Oracle’s
Gen 2 Cloud Infrastructure.
Cloud migration can span the spectrum from a single application
to an entire data center migration and transformation. The journey
warrants careful planning, taking into account not only the technical
aspects of migrating to the cloud but also the business ramifications
and impact on employees and customers. Today, it’s not always
clear where to start, let alone how to proceed moving quickly,
cost-effectively, and safely. And how do you run your business
and extract insights from your data once you get there?

Leading organizations are exploring:
How can we culturally prepare our organization for the cloud?
How do we modernize our multi-vendor infrastructure while
maximizing existing investments?
How will migrating to Oracle’s Gen 2 Cloud Infrastructure
make life better for our employees and customers?

Building a foundation faster
Whether you’re still contemplating a move to the cloud or
you’re well on your way to building a foundation for digital
transformation, ELEVATE can accelerate your journey by
helping you rapidly migrate and manage workloads on Oracle
Autonomous Database and Oracle’s Gen 2 Cloud Infrastructure.
Deloitte provides robust end-to-end cloud offerings coupled with
business insights, cyber security, and industry knowledge. These
capabilities complement Oracle Consulting’s technical acumen,
in-depth product experience, and migration services. The integrated
ELEVATE team guides companies from strategy to build through
to run and maintain. The collaboration is powered by two
cutting-edge, proprietary tools: Oracle Soar, Gen 2 Cloud Migration,
which provides automated cloud migration; and Deloitte’s
ATADATATM cloud discovery and automation migration platform.

A heightened value proposition
ELEVATE’s tailored approach supports your organization in
potentially reducing risk through a single and effective delivery
model, accountability structure, executive sponsorship, and
industry and technology capabilities. With the Imagine,
Modernize, Innovate framework below, ELEVATE focused on
driving Datacenter Transformation, offering Integrated Insights
and enabling Platform Modernization.

Can risk be reduced via a single project governance model?

IMAGINE

How do we get fortified cyber defenses with a holistic
approach to security?

Design digital transformation roadmaps based on
business outcomes.

How can we get industry-specific analytics that leverage
Autonomous Database?

MODERNIZE

How do we run and maintain our multi-cloud environment
while driving innovation into our business?
How can we transform our datacenter so that we reduce OPEX
while rapidly responding to competitive and market drivers?

ELEVATE, a collaboration between Oracle Consulting and Deloitte
Consulting LLP, can help answer these questions. ELEVATE combines
the cloud business acumen of Deloitte Consulting with deep technical
experience from Oracle Consulting to drive transformational results
for clients. ELEVATE is designed to leverage modern, industry-leading
cloud infrastructure in order to create opportunities for innovation,
acceleration, and growth.
With ELEVATE, Deloitte and Oracle bring together:
Leading Advisory Services

Automated Cloud Migration
for Oracle, non-Oracle
workloads, and Multi-Cloud

Incomparable
Cloud and Product
Knowledge

Operate Oracle
and Multi-Cloud
Environments

Direct Access to Oracle
Product Development

Holistic and Agnostic
Cyber Security Approach

Automated cloud migration and management of
Oracle and non-Oracle workloads in Gen 2 OCI or
with multi-cloud.
INNOVATE

Continuously and systematically build and apply
innovative technologies to every part of the business.

Upping the Cloud Game
ELEVATE doesn’t simply “lift and shift” a technology environment.
It seeks to move and improve, providing end-to-end services for any
organization seeking to enrich the human experience and drive
innovation through true cloud-enabled digital transformation.
To learn more about how you can Leverage business and IT insights
through advanced analytics, AI/ML, mobility, and integrations
connect with us today.
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